In Memoriam

Professor Peter Mair

In 2011 EUDO lost one of its founders, Professor Peter Mair. Professor Peter Mair passed away on 15 August 2011 while on holiday in Ireland. One of the world's leading scholars in the study of political parties, Prof. Mair was a co-founder and co-director of EUDO's Observatory on Political Parties and Representation (OPPR), and, from the first to the last, was a fundamental driving force for EUDO generally. EUDO and OPPR are still very young research structures, but Professor Mair's leadership, vision and unsurpassed scientific reputation, significantly contributed in giving them traction among academics and practitioners at the European level. At the time of his death, Prof. Mair was working with the OPPR team on the development of several research initiatives which promised to consolidate the OPPR. Prof. Mair will be sadly missed by all of the members of the EUDO team. It is EUDO's paramount task and objective to honour his memory by continuing his work, if at all possible, at his very demanding standards.
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The European Union Democracy Observatory (EUDO) is an independent and interdisciplinary academic organization fully integrated within the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies (RSCAS). Its declared goals are:

- To translate scientific and academic research on the key issues of European democracy into policy-relevant and publicly-understandable outputs.
- To produce a permanent and periodic evaluation of democratic practices within the EU.
- To develop practical suggestions for improving democratic performance in the EU.
- To offer expertise, information, and policy reports on relevant EU institutions.
- To serve as a forum where research results, experiences, ideas, and good practices can be exchanged between scholars and policymakers.

With a strong platform being established in 2010, the primary focus of EUDO in 2011 has been to consolidate the work of the four observatories as well as to assure continuity in the delivery of the main activities of the EUDO platform in order for EUDO to demonstrate the stability required to establish itself as a major European research centre on democracy. In light of this, several research projects were conducted and various conferences, seminars, workshops and other events were organized. In 2011, EUDO managed to win a number of tenders and to carry out several research projects, to attract external funding and to reach out to the wider academic and policy-making community. The EUDO working paper series gained ground by publishing three important contributions which were well received by the public and the EUDO website has introduced interactive tools such as forums, blogs and social networks to provide stakeholders with virtual places to discuss ideas and exchange information.

In 2012, EUDO will streamline its efforts to become a leading research centre for EU democracy by reinforcing its interdisciplinary approach as well as by exploring new research areas related to European Democracy.

In this annual report we will present the EUDO activities for the period from the end of the last Annual Report (fall 2010) to November 2011 and give an overview of the work planned for 2012. The report is structured as follows: section I will present EUDO activities from fall 2010 and the outlook for 2012 at the general EUDO level. Section II contains a more detailed account of activities and work in the four EUDO Observatories. In section III there is an overview of the people involved in EUDO, section IV, meanwhile, lists selected publications from 2010-2011.
I. EUDO GENERAL

At the end of 2010, EUDO organised its Annual Dissemination Conference, in conjunction with the PIREDEU Final Conference, in Brussels and as such demonstrated the importance of sharing academic research results with policy makers in Brussels and beyond. In 2011 EUDO has continued to build on this success and has obtained further external funding for research projects, as well as submitting a number of funding applications to continue to expand the research projects undertaken in the future. The EUDO Data Centre has been consolidated, and research data continues to be included. EUDO’s communication strategy has in 2010 included the launch of a re-vamped website with interactive forums, the publication of a regular stakeholder newsletter and extensive in-house publications. In addition, EUDO continues to both organise and attend conferences and seminars throughout Europe and beyond.

I.1 Activities and Research

EUDO Dissemination Conference: “Approaching European Democracy”

EUDO Annual Conference 2010 was held on 18-19 November 2010 in Brussels with the aim of further reaching out to the European Institutions. It was held in parallel with the PIREDEU Final Conference in order to boost both events at which over 150 persons participated.

During this two days event, social scientists and practitioners were given the opportunity to meet and exchange their particular viewpoints on the EUDO Dissemination Conference. All members of the four observatories participated providing extensive information on their research progresses, since EUDO was launched in December 2009. In addition, new bridges where built towards the general academic community as the EUDO Dissemination Conference took place in parallel to the PIREDEU Final Conference.

The President of the European University Institute (EUI) Josep Borrell, while opening the Conference, expressed strong support for the EUDO initiative, as a key project in the study of democracy in Europe. More specifically, the importance of EUDO as a common platform to investigate democracy in Europe was further stressed in the first panel, of the Observatory of Public Opinion, Political Elites and the Media, a EUDO and PIREDEU joint session. All participants in this panel coincided on the necessity of bringing together data and projects on democracy in Europe in a common infrastructure. EUDO revealed to be the perfect instrument to link all these projects together, and a compromise was settled on for future collaboration.

Two more panels took place on the first day: the panel of the Political Parties and Representation Observatory and the panel on Institutional Change and Reforms. In both panels members of the European Parliament and Commission where invited and these gave an interesting contribution from a more practical point of view both on the role of the parties in the Parliament and the real application of the changes brought by the Lisbon Treaty. The first day was concluded with a dinner, where all participants in the Conference had the opportunity to informally explain their current and future projects in relation to the development of EUDO.

On November 19, the Observatory on Citizenship presented its main findings for the previous year, emphasising the necessity of defining what a European citizen is and who is entitled to what. Members of the European Commission and other European organizations commented on these results. Lastly, a roundtable was held, with mainly non-academic participants (journalists, members of the European Parliament, of the Council of Europe, etc.). The principal conclusion seemed to be clear for them: it is necessary to link academic work and political practice, and that EUDO is of great importance in creating this link.
**EURO Website Platform and Visibility**

In 2011 EUDO launched a new website which is more user-friendly and more accessible to the general public (www.eudo.eu). It continues to include the latest news and events; EUDO publications as well as other relevant publications; links to the EUDO Data Centre; abstract videos, pictures and audio files of the EUDO Dissemination Conference (November 2010); and the EUDO Café which includes daily news on democracy in Europe as well as an interactive section on “Debating Democracy”. The EUDO Café has proven to be very popular as it is a place for discussing the challenges facing democracy in today’s Europe. It hosts periodical, invited posts inspired by current events in worldwide and European politics, ground-breaking EUDO research, as well as debates in the media. Posts are open for discussion to everyone: scholars, politicians, journalists and citizens. As its name suggests, the EUDO Café is supposed to be a place for free-flowing, open discussion on the general issues and challenges facing democracy in Europe. Its aim is to attract academic experts, practitioner and "regular citizens” alike. EUDO has also continued to publish on its website and to circulate among academics and practitioners worldwide its EUDO Newsletter presenting the main activities carried out by EUDO and its Observatories. EUDO continues to update its Facebook group and Twitter account which has now over 400 followers.

**EURO Data Centre**

In the Fall of 2010 EUDO launched the EUDO Data Centre. Relying on the “Dataverse” software developed at Harvard, the centre consist of a web-based repository for the distribution and dissemination of quantitative and qualitative data and research results produced or acquired by EUDO projects. The centre, organized in observatory and project-level collections, makes studies available by providing data access and downloads – complete with accurate citation information – as well as detailed information about all the institutional subjects involved in each study. Access and use of the studies is regulated, but public access and use – upon specific and sensible terms – is possible for an important part of the collections.

As an experimental service, the Data Centre has been active and open to the public since the summer of 2010 (available online at http://www.eui.eu/Projects/EUDO/EUDODataCentre.aspx). Following its presentation in the 2010 EUDO Dissemination Conference, scholars interested in EUDO projects and data have been invited to use the Data Centre and to provide feedback, prior to the official launch in the Spring of 2011.

The advancement of the EUDO Data Centre will be of central importance throughout 2011 and 2012. Not only do we want to prepare and include all “our” data, but we are already preparing several cooperation agreements with other academic projects to include their data and research results as well. Also, in the summer of 2011, important steps forward were made in view of an institutionalised cooperation between the Cologne based GESIS and EUDO here.

**EURO Working Paper Series**

The EUDO working paper series started in December 2009 and is a core element of EUDO's efforts in disseminating high-quality research. The working papers cover a broad range of issues, which the four EUDO Observatories deal with. So far a total of nine EUDO working papers have been published, three of which were produced in 2011 (available at the EUDO website: http://www.eui.eu/Projects/EUDO/EUDOWorkingPaperSeries.aspx) and others are underway or being reviewed.

**EURO Dissemination Conference 2011:**

“Inclusive Democracy in Europe”

The EUDO Dissemination Conference 2011 will take place 9 and 10 November 2011 at the European Parliament in Brussels. The Conference is hosted by the European Parliament's Committees on Constitutional Affairs and Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs. The Conference will take place in Brussels in order to fully con-
nect EUDO activities to the EU institutions and the Brussels-based policy making community. This Conference will offer the results of EUDO’s documentation gathering to a wider public and connect too with civil society. The Conference is expected to bring together more than 150 high-level academics and external experts: politicians, policy-makers, civil-society leaders, journalists and interested citizens.

The Conference will be organized over two days. The first day will focus on presenting the research results of EUDO. As such, each of the four EUDO Observatories will chair a panel, which will present and discuss the activities achieved by each Observatory in 2011 in terms of data gathering and analysis. The first day of the conference will conclude with a roundtable on “Inclusive European Democracy” where high-level politicians, academics and civil society representatives will introduce and discuss the topic of the second day of the conference. The second day of the conference will further explore the topic of “Inclusive European Democracy” and will include a keynote speech from Shirley Williams, a Baroness in the British House of Lords.

**EUDO Training Workshops**

On 16 June, EUDO held the first in what it hopes to be a series of Training Workshops for the Political Groups of the European Parliament and other interested actors. This first Workshop was entitled “One year after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, what first conclusions, what perspectives?” and included presentations from a number of EUDO Directors and collaborators on topics within their specialty. This Workshop was tailor-made for a selection of the permanent staff of the Social and Democrats group of the European Parliament and provided an ideal opportunity for the practitioners and academics to exchange information and learn from each other.

All political groups of the European Parliament have been sent official letters giving them the opportunity to have similar events organized for their political groups and hopefully 2012 will see more of such events.

**Participation in EU decision-making: Portugal in a Comparative Perspective**

Although all European Union member states are equal in law, they are unequal in population and resources and more than two-thirds are small countries. Since the co-decision processes of the EU usually operate by consensus, the ability of countries to make their voice heard is as important as their votes. But to influence policies, small countries need to be informed, timely and realistic in what they say.
Thanks to support from the Fundação Francisco Manuel dos Santos, Lisbon, EUDO will systematically examine the role of representatives of small countries in the European Union policy process, with special reference to Portugal.

A series of reports will be published on size in policy making. They will cover the following topics:

1. Representing Smaller Countries by Degressive Proportionality
   - Number of MEPs in relation to population
   - Changing weight of Portuguese MEPs with enlargement
   - Changes in Qualified Majority voting in the Council
   - Comparison with federal systems
   - Implications of proposals to change representation formulas

2. European Parliament
   - Number of party groups to which a country’s MEPs belong
   - Policy preferences of parties on multiple dimensions
   - Participation in 20 committees
   - Party discipline or national cohesion in EP votes

3. Legislating through Vertical and Horizontal Deliberations
   - Links between COREPER staff in Brussels and national ministries
   - Post-Lisbon role of national Parliament in scrutinizing EU proposals
   - Discussion of Commission proposals in COREPER working parties
   - Deliberations within the Council
   - Co-decision with the European Parliament

4. Civil Society Representation
   - How members are appointed in the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) and Committee of the Regions (CoR)
   - Activities of experience of Portuguese members in the EESC and CoR
   - Beyond EESC and CoR: Portuguese Civil Society Representatives’ activities in Brussels
   - Civil Society consultation procedures: the role of Portuguese Civil Society Organisations

5. Commission personnel
   - Number of Portuguese applicants for competitive posts, success rates and comparison with other small countries
   - Senior posts held by Portuguese before and after 2004

6. Small Countries in a Big Europe: Portugal in Comparative Perspective
   - A report drawing together themes from the discussion of the above reports plus a booklet for broader dissemination highlighting major points.

The project is being led by Professor Richard Rose and Professor Alexander Trechsel, and the dos Santos Foundation has appointed a distinguished advisory committee from the Portuguese public-policy community.

The start date of the project was 1 May 2011 and the concluding date 30 October 2013.
I. 2 Outlook 2012

In 2012, EUDO will continue to concentrate and streamline its efforts to become a leading and well-known hub in EU democracy research. EUDO is becoming one of the leading sources academics, policy-makers and ordinary citizens turn to when they look for information and research on democracy in the EU and it is our goal to make sure that this trend continues. The secretariat will, therefore, on the basis of the research outputs produced by the Observatories, continue to develop and enlarge the three main activities of EUDO, namely communication and dissemination, training and debate and publication and the Data Centre of EUDO.

The four EUDO Observatories benefit from having a common platform where interdisciplinary cooperation between the Observatories and the wider EUI community is possible and this also allows for new synergies to develop and for common research projects to come to fruition. This common platform furthermore strengthens the value of the Observatories in obtaining external funding for research projects and helps disseminate their research output. Many of the current projects within the Observatories go beyond the funding of the Research Council and hence will help assure the sustainability of EUDO beyond 2012.

In concrete terms, the further advancement of the EUDO Data Centre will be of central importance in 2012. Not only do we want to prepare and to include all “our” data, but we are also preparing several cooperation agreements with other academic projects to include their data and research results. 2012 will also see the enlargement of the debate section in frequency as well as topics covered and the Working Paper Series and Report Series will be expanded. Further publications are in the pipeline and EUDO will continue to make maximal use of new media and technologies. Audio files and videos as well as other technological means to present EUDO events and research will be used increasingly and EUDO intends to become a forerunner in using new technologies for academic output. In addition to this, 2012 will see the organising of another EUDO Dissemination Conference and we have the ambitious aim of initiating there the work on the first general report on the state of democracy in the EU.
II. EUDO OBSERVATORIES

II.1 EUDO Observatory on Public Opinion, Political Elites and the Media

The Observatory on Public Opinion, Political Elites and the Media focuses on the analysis of the attitudes and preferences of publics, the media and the elites, and has the aim of measuring the extent to which these converge or diverge, in which field and in which direction. It is managed by Mark Franklin (EUI) and Alexander H. Trechsel (EUI). In 2010 this Observatory dedicated a lot of work to finalizing two main research projects linked to the 2009 elections of the European Parliament, namely the PIREDEU and EU Profiler. These two projects generated possibly the largest data collection on public opinion among European voters ever gathered. In 2010, the data analysis was further refined and discussed in a continuous dialogue between academia and the policy making community and the final presentation of the EU Profiler data can be explored online with the positions of political parties in all 30 European countries and the interactive 3-D Political Landscape for each country, representing the answers of almost one million users across all Europe.

II.1.1 Activities and Research

PIREDEU (Providing an Infrastructure for Research on Electoral democracy in the European Union)

The PIREDEU infrastructure design study was funded by the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme from 2008 to January 2011. The design study assessed the feasibility of an upgrade to the European Election Studies that will provide an infrastructure for research into citizenship, political participation, and electoral democracy in the European Union (EU). The project was a joint effort coordinated by the European University Institute in Florence and involved 14 institutions across Europe.

For the first time, a centrally coordinated research project covering all relevant aspects of the electoral process was conducted for the 27 member-countries at the 2009 European Parliament Elections. In investigating the feasibility of an infrastructure for the study of democracy in the EU, data were gathered on:

- The attitudes and behaviour of over 27,000 citizens in 27 countries.
- Information on campaign strategies and issue agendas for 1,350 candidates from 200 political parties across 27 countries.
- The party manifestos of 200 Political Parties contesting the European Parliament Elections.
- Campaign news coverage in the three weeks...
prior to the elections from 140 media outlets and almost 50,000 news stories.

- Attributes from 27 different political party, economic and media systems.

The 2009 EES brings this information together for the first time in an integrated database that is available for use by researchers, policymakers, the media, citizens and anyone interested in electoral democracy in Europe. These data would be lost if not captured at the time of an election.

The final conference of the project held in Brussels "Auditing Electoral Democracy in the European Union" (18-19 November 2010) engaged the academic and policy user community with a special focus on the 2009 European Elections. In addition to research papers on topics ranging from voting in European Elections to attitudes towards European integration, three special sessions introduced the integrated PIREDEU database (of voter, candidate, media, manifesto and context data) and provided hands-on training on how to use the database. The papers presented at the conference are available through: www.piredeu.eu/public/FConf2010.asp

Initial results based on the pilot study have already been published in a special issue of Electoral Studies, "Electoral Democracy in the European Union", edited by Sara Hobolt and Mark Franklin. There is also a forthcoming electronic publication, "An Audit of Democracy in the European Union", edited by Susan Banducci, Mark Franklin, Heiko Giebler, Sara Hobolt, Michael Marsh, Wouter van der Brug and Cees van der Eijk. A comprehensive collection of earlier and current research of the European Election Study can be found on the web at www.piredeu.eu/public/Bib_EES.asp

Looking towards the future, a final activity of the PIREDEU project has been to collaborate in founding a Consortium for Electoral Research in Europe (CERES). The ultimate goal of CERES is a permanent infrastructure for electoral research in Europe. The PIREDEU feasibility study has clearly established that an infrastructure to study electoral democracy in Europe cannot focus on European Parliament elections alone, but needs to address the electoral process in Europe at all its different levels and facets. With this in mind, CERES is being established as the way forward to ensure that high-quality data are available for the benefit of researchers and practitioners from all communities.

For more information on the project visit: www.piredeu.eu and the final results brochure at: http://www.piredeu.eu/Database/DOCS/176DP_PIREDEU-Flyer_201011.pdf

For more information on preliminary data visit: www.piredeu.eu/public/Data_Release.asp

The final release of data is available from spring 2011 through GESIS – Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences.

ELECDEM

The ELECDEM is a project financed by the 7th Framework Program within the Marie Curie Initial Training Network (ITN). It brings together eleven expert teams from nine European countries to provide substantive and methodological training in elections research to a cohort of early stage
and experienced researchers. ELECDEM takes a comprehensive approach to the study of electoral democracy using cross-nationally comparative databases, content analysis and experiments in order to examine the impact of globalization, technological developments in communication and institutional change on representation and accountability.

As partner of the ELECDEM Project the EUI is in charge of the “Work Package 11” on European Elections and Democratic Legitimacy. It will use data from CSES and EES to address research questions related to the role of information and political communication on democratic representation. Its task can be summarized in five macro areas: 1. Develop literature review, research question and research design; 2. Analyse available data employing advanced quantitative techniques (e.g. multi-level modelling); 3. Issue final report; 4. Produce research paper for submission; 5. Undertake training in key methodologies and complementary skills.

Until August 2011, Danilo Di Mauro was the beneficiary of the Marie Curie Fellowship within the ELCDEM framework. He was housed within the Public Opinion Observatory of EUDO, where he contributed to the work of the Observatory along with his own research. Further information on http://www.elecdem.eu/.

**EU Profiler**

The EU Profiler www.euprofiler.eu voting advice application (VAA) for the European Parliament elections of June 2009 was the first Europe-wide tool of its kind. The research project was developed under the auspices of EUDO, in a consortium with the Amsterdam-based company Kieskompas and the NCCR Democracy (University of Zurich/Zentrum für Demokratie Aarau)/Politoons network. It also involved the active participation of the Observatory on Political Parties and Representation (OPPR – see below). More than 120 academic collaborators contributed to the project and currently the huge amount of data that was generated by coding the parties and by users filling in the questionnaire is being analysed by the research team. During the period in which the EU Profiler tool was online (from 23 April 2009 until the elections in June) it attracted more than 2.5 million unique visitors and almost one million users who went through the entire system in order to receive voting advice. It was a huge success in terms of user numbers, press coverage and the general publicity it gained. In October 2009 the EU Profiler won the prestigious World e-Democracy Forum Award during a ceremony at the French Parliamentary Assembly.

While the EU Profiler 2009 project has now concluded, its success lives on and a number of further developments of the project are in the pipeline. With the European Parliament elections coming up in 2014, the idea of a renewed and much more advanced version is currently under discussion. Furthermore, new forms of cooperation could open up extensive possibilities with regard to Europe-wide public opinion research on many political and social issues and would link up with our aforementioned efforts to institute a continuous monitoring of new public opinion surveys.
Comparative Study on EU Member States Consultations with Civil Society on European Policy Matters

In December 2009 EUDO won a tender from the European Social and Economic Committee (EESC) to produce a comparative study on Member State consultations with civil society on European policy matters. The aim of the study is to map and analyse consultation with civil society at the national level, in order to offer policy advice on how to improve EESC-led consultative processes. The project is led by Dr. Didier Chabanet, who is supported by a project coordinator and a team of appointed country experts consisting of EUI researchers and external fellows trained in the field. The country experts collect and analyse information about the way in which the “voice” of civil society is represented, not only at the national level, but in particular through EESC-led consultative processes. The study, which was concluded in December 2010, contains 27 national reports and a cross-country comparison.

EUDO has published two of the four priorities identified in the study as part of the EUDO Report Series and can be viewed: http://www.eui.eu/Projects/EUDO/Publications.aspx#EUDOReportSeries

Studies on Internet voting in Estonia

In October 2005 Estonia became the first country in the world to conduct nationwide legally binding Internet elections. This world premiere was successfully followed by three additional elections, one in 2007 and two in 2009, where the number of Internet voters rapidly increased to nearly 10% of the electorate in the 2009 local elections. A EUDO team of international scholars (including collaborators from Caltech, the University of Utah and the Ifo Munich) led by Alexander H. Trechsel has closely observed these events and conducted four consecutive surveys in order to explore the patterns of Internet voting and its effects on political behaviour. The project was co-financed by the Council of Europe and the Estonian Electoral Committee. Following

the 2011 national elections in Estonia, in which almost a quarter of all voters voted over the internet, a large-n survey was fielded by the Observatory, financed by the Estonian Electoral Committee. The report is currently being produced by Kristjan Vassil and Alexander H. Trechsel.

Project “Puzzled by Policy”

The project started in October 2010 within the framework of the European Commission's “Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme”, ICT Policy Support Programme (Objective Theme 3: ICT for governance). It aims at informing, consulting, and empowering citizens in immigration policy-making in the EU by providing high-quality information on policy developments and by bringing together citizens and key policy actors to exchange ideas and policy proposals. The Observatory forms part of a larger consortium that is comprised of 12 partners in 9 EU member-states, including - but not limited to - academic institutions, municipalities, and private partners in software research and development.

Since the launch of “Puzzled by Policy”, EUDO has provided scientific backbone to the project. The experiences gained from the design and implementation of the EU Profiler have been key to the construction of the unique “Puzzled by Policy” Profiler and on-line platform, an EU-wide tool for engaging citizens and policy actors in immigration policy-making at the EU level and in four trial EU member-states (Spain, Italy, Greece and Hungary). Moreover, EUDO draws upon the long-standing, multi-disciplinary expertise in immigration policy issues from the RSCAS and from the EUI more generally. In particular, the “Puzzled by Policy” team at EUDO has been responsible for the conceptualization of immigration policy issues, the mapping of policy developments at the EU and national levels, the detailed documentation of policy positions and proposals of key policy stakeholders, not to mention the design of the “Puzzled by Policy” Profiler. The last includes a questionnaire on current issues that cover a whole range of immigration policy
agendas in the EU and its member-states, including the movement of highly-skilled workers and students, family reunification, immigrant integration, temporary and seasonal migration, and irregular and return migration.

EUDO has provided the consortium with three high-quality internal reports. The first two, “Immigration in the EU: policies and politics” and “Data analysis on political positions & public opinion in Europe”, were submitted in January 2011 whereas the third and most recent report on the conceptualisation of the Puzzled by Policy Profiler was completed in June 2011. EUDO was also host to the highly successful second meeting of the “Puzzled by Policy” consortium in Florence on 25-26 January 2011. In June 2011, a EUDO delegation represented the EUI in the third meeting of the consortium partners in Tenerife, Spain. In addition, the project was presented to the Spanish State Secretary on Immigration issues at the EUI in July 2011. On 2-3 November 2011, “Puzzled by Policy” will be presented at the International Joint Workshop on Immigrant Inclusion by e-Participation, which will take place in Helsinki.

In the coming months, EUDO will be responsible for the supply of information that will stir the debate on the “Puzzled by Policy” platform and for the collection and analysis of the Policy Profiler data. Furthermore, EUDO will continue to keep the consortium up-to-date concerning on-going changes in national immigration policies in the EU and its member-states. All this information will feed the Puzzled by Policy platform, which will be launched in January 2012. The platform will take the form of a website that will integrate the Policy Profiler and an online debate tool, provide links to relevant decision-makers and policy information at both the national and EU levels and enable citizens to evaluate policy positions.

**EUDO Spotlight**

Spotlight is a new form of publication within the framework of the EUDO Observatory on Public Opinion, Political Elites and the Media. It focuses on public attitudes towards the most recent issues at stake in the European political agenda, showing how they affect European democracy. Political issues such as the economic crisis, migration, or climate change – just to quote some well-known up-to-date issues – represent new challenges for the European institutions both in terms of policy making and public opinion demands. How are these issues perceived by European citizens? To what extent do they influence their attitudes towards the European Union, its decision-making capacity and its legitimacy? These questions are at the core of the Spotlight publications. They target two main audiences: 1) a wide category of people interested in politics, including stakeholders, journalists, politicians, public officials, students and, in general, all citizens interested in public opinion; 2) social scientists who study public opinion
and European democracy. In order to reach the first target, Spotlight will present periodic reports on mainstream issues of public opinion debates, showing their consequences on attitudes towards Europe and the EU institutions. A synthetic (usually 4-5 pages) and clear writing style is preferred to technical language, using immediately understandable graphical tools and tables to illustrate the quantitative results. Additionally, the spotlight project will gradually develop its contribution for the scientific community by providing a software-based collection of questions from the Eurobarometer surveys – and later on including all possible related surveys – divided by issues. This should provide a comprehensive data pool, organized by topic. Using it, every researcher can analyze variables from different databases both in a diachronic and a spatial perspective.

Spotlight’s first report was presented at the joint conference of the EUDO and PIREDEU project in Brussels on 18th and 19th November 2010. It focused on the effects of the economic crisis on support for European institutions. A second issue – about the Europeanization of public economic views – was produced in February 2011.

On 14 and 15 May 2011, the Observatory on Public Opinion, Political Elites and the Media, organised the second leg of a double-conference on “Internet, Voting and Democracy” together with Bernie Grofman from the Center for the Study of Democracy, University of California, Irvine. This two-day conference took place at Laguna Beach in California and attracted leading academics from both continents in the field of internet voting and, therefore, provided great impetus for shared experiences and discussions on the topic.

On 26-28 September 2011, Alexander Trechsel (Director of EUDO) and Kristjan Vassil (EUDO Public Opinion Researcher) attended the “5th International Conference on Theory and Practice of Electronic Governance (ICEGOV2011)”, which took place in Tallinn, Estonia. The conference took place in the framework of Nordic IT Week and brought together over 450 practitioners, developers and researchers from government, local municipalities, academia, industry and civil society from approximately 60 countries from all over the World. Alexander Trechsel and Kristjan Vassil were invited to give the Keynote speech for the panel on “Future Perspectives” as well as presenting the on-going research project on Estonian internet voting.
addition to ongoing activities, several additional research activities will be undertaken in order to further analyse the obtained data in concrete terms, to compare it to other existing data sets and to work together with similar projects focusing on European public opinion. Here, the EUDO Data Centre will play a crucial role and will offer academics and citizens alike access and the possibility of using data in an innovative way. Besides, the above-mentioned consultations and cooperation projects with official EU bodies focusing on public opinion will be taken further in 2012.

The Observatory will also deepen its expertise in Internet voting and hopes to conduct an in-depth analysis of the 2011 national elections in Estonia. To this end we are already in contact with the Estonian National Election Committee. Producing another study on e-voting in Estonia (a EUDO team of international scholars led by Alexander H. Trechsel has already conducted four consecutive surveys in order to explore the patterns of Internet voting and its effects on political behaviour in Estonia) would complete our efforts in this regard and would allow us to produce a unique and in-depth analysis of this voting channel and linked behavioural developments in Estonia, in terms of party and electorate, and to draw more general conclusions for other countries and modern democratic means in general.

In addition, we plan the publication of various working papers, articles and books and the organisation of several seminars, workshops and conferences.

Finally, PIREDEU and the financial support from the EU’s 7th Framework Programme will terminate in early 2011. As a result, EUDO and the European Election Studies (EES/PIREDEU) will have to invest resources so as to sustain the network and the European Election Study in 2014. Initial steps will be taken for the preparation of a new project application. At the same time, efforts are made to establish a Consortium for European Research on Elections (CERES) which should include the EES and national election studies in Europe. This consortium, formally brought to life at the 2011 ECPR General Conference in Reykjavik in August 2011, is intended, amongst other things, as a springboard from which to apply for EU infrastructure funding. It might also provide a clearing house for ideas and an inventory of “best practices”. It would offer help and expertise to those who do not yet have functional national election studies. And, finally, it is possible that such a consortium might serve as a venue for discussing strategies for investigating the quality of democracy in Europe, and for providing the means to implement these.

Also, in 2012 EUDO will be playing a coordinating role and will serve as the major platform for the European Social Survey Module on attitudes towards democracy. The new module of the European Social Survey aims at collecting data on Europeans’ understandings and evaluations of democracy, a field which has until now been understudied in the European context. The project has been developed in collaboration with scholars from eight different universities. Currently the new module is being piloted, and members of the team will release the data by the end of 2012. EUDO will convene a meeting in 2012 to coordinate the analysis and to publish the data.
II.2 EUDO Observatory on Political Parties and Representation

Following the tragic and untimely death of Professor Peter Mair (Professor of Comparative Politics and former Head of the Department of Political and Social Sciences) the other co-founder of the observatory, prof. Luciano Bardi (Professor of Political Science at the University of Pisa and Part-time Professor at the RSCAS-EUI), is currently the only director of the Observatory.

The aim of the Observatory on Political Parties and Representation (OPPR) is to study to European parties in all their dimensions, analysing their evolving organisation and pattern of competition at EU level, as well as their changing role and representative capacity at national and sub-national levels.

The creation of Europarties, and the development of a full-blown EU party system, has been widely regarded as a necessary step toward the creation of a fully democratic and accountable EU political system.

The achievement of this objective would require some profound changes in the organisation of European parties, with a shift from the current condition of independent national parties organised on different levels (national parties, party groups in the European Parliament, and transnational federations) to a system where nearly-homogenous supranational organisations start to compete at the supranational level for control of the EU political offices and agenda.

Europarties could provide a much stronger link between European civil society and the EU supranational institutions, allowing a more effective transfer of preferences and policy priorities from the citizens to the EU legislative system.

The importance of European parties has been sanctioned by the Statute for Political Parties at the European Level (approved by the European Parliament in November 2003), a document that defines their role as well as the requirements needed for their EU financing.

The creation of effective mechanisms for multi-level coordination between national parties and their Europarty counterparts is all the more important in view of the great potential of party groups in the European Parliament, as demonstrated by their growing voting cohesiveness and increasing inclusiveness.

As several empirical analyses have shown, plenary votes in the European Parliament occur along party lines on a left-right axis, while national party delegations have aggregated into fewer and progressively larger groups, significantly reducing parliamentary fragmentation. In addition, the new powers attributed to the European Parliament with the Lisbon Treaty should further increase the incentives for national parties to develop even greater voting cohesion and stronger organisational structures at European level. For the first time, the informal role played by Europarties in the appointment of the President of the European Council and of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy has the potential to establish a strong partisan link between the EU’s supranational legislature and its intergovernmental institutions.

Scholars from a variety of disciplines (political science, law and history) have produced a large amount of research and empirical data on political parties and representation in Europe, both at the national and at the supra-national level. Thanks to a number of insightful works in this area, and to the wealth of empirical evidence they have produced, we now have a substantive understanding of the internal organization of European political parties, of their patterns of interaction at the national and EU level, and of their changing representative capacity in contemporary democracies.

All of these research efforts, however, have been largely uncoordinated, resulting in a dispersal of datasets and electronic repositories across a number of different research institutions, which are
sometimes difficult to access (e.g. non-digitalized data, or data whose access is restricted due to copyright issues or to specific access policies of the hosting institution). This has made the work of comparative researchers difficult to say the least.

Apart from the production and dissemination of data on European parties, the Observatory promotes the development of research projects in new and emerging dimensions of political representation in Europe, such as the Europeanisation of party organisations and the challenge of multilevel politics, the use of new media in electoral campaigns and the declining importance of party membership; the legalisation and constitutionalisation of political parties in European democracies, the weakening ties between parties and civil society, and the status and standing of party government, including the importance of party patronage and public appointments.

OPPR activities coordinated by a research assistant (Enrico Calossi) and several academic collaborators have been involved in the research activities of the OPPR, both internal and external to the EUI, and other scholars work together with the observatory. In 2011 Wojciech Gagatek (University of Warsaw) and Eugenio Pizzimenti (University of Pisa) have been involved in such activities.

The Observatory aims to become the principal online repository for key datasets and primary sources on the development of Europarties and party groups in the European Parliament, as well as large cross-national research projects on party politics. To achieve this goal, the website needs to improve itself still more. OPPR will also continue its regular engagement with EU policy-makers, through a series of Guest Lectures by practitioners at the EUI, as well as the organisation of a conference with the representatives of the Euro Foundations.

II.2.1 Activities and Research

This year has been mainly devoted to the dissemination of results through participation in and the organisation of seminars and conferences and through the publication of several articles and books.

OPPR, thanks to the collaboration of the EUI researchers David Willumsen and Jorge Fernandes, sponsored and co-organised the Workshop on “The Politics of Representation” held in Florence on 24-25 May 2011 at the European University Institute. On 9 June within the Max Weber June Conference at the EUI and under the organization of Galina Zapryanova and Kyriaki Nanou, OPPR co-sponsored with EUDO the workshop on “European Integration, Political Parties, and Public Opinion”. On 8-10 September the Panel “Representation and Political Parties in the European Union”, organized by OPPR and chaired by Luciano Bardi and Enrico Calossi, was hosted by the Annual Conference of the Italian Political Science Association in Palermo (Italy).

Moreover OPPR members participated in the following other conferences: Peter Mair gave a lecture on “Political Parties and Government “ at the annual doctoral conference of the Central European University in Budapest on 29 April. Wojciech Gagatek participated in the “EU Integration Forum “, organised in Essen (Germany) by the Robert Bosch Stiftung on 19-20 September. Wojciech Gagatek also gave a speech at the Conference “Dimension Seminar on the Role of Political Parties in the Political Process“ organised by the 2011 Lithuanian Chairmanship of the
OSCE and the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights in Warsaw on 18 and 20 of May.

Publications have been another way to disseminate the results of the observatory. Amongst the main ones we want to mention the articles: “Old Ghosts in New Sheets: European Populist Parties and Foreign Policy” in the Centre for European Studies by Angelos Chryssogelos; “Going, going,...gone? The Decline of Party Membership in Contemporary Europe” in the European Journal of Political Research by Peter Mair (with Ingrid Van Biezen and Thomas Poguntke); “Recent advances towards veritable European political parties” in the EUI Working Papers series by Wilhelm Lehmann; “Finanziamento pubblico e mutamenti organizzativi nei partiti italiani” [Party Financing and Party Organisational Change: the Case of Italy] in Rivista Italiana di Scienza Politica by Eugenio Pizzimenti (with Piero Ignazi); “Bini Smaghi vs. the Parties: Representative Government and Institutional Constraints” by Peter Mair in the EUI Working Papers series.


II.2.2 Outlook for 2012

In 2011, OPPR has begun negotiations with research institutes and individual academics to obtain, manage, and store their data on party politics at the European level, with a view to making these data publicly available via the EUDO website. The inclusion of primary documents and large datasets will require a substantial redevelopment of our website, to be carried out primarily by the EUDO Research Assistant. The aim is to develop a website that is easily accessible, highly visible, and fully personalised to OPPR objectives.

The Observatory will continue its series of guest lectures by European policy-makers in 2012, inviting leading representatives from Europarties and political groups in the European Parliament. The Observatory intends to exploit its unique capabilities to make further funding applications, in full collaboration with its fellow EUDO Observatories and the Robert Schuman Centre.

OPPR is actively seeking ways to make the archives of Europarties and their parliamentary groups more easily accessible to the academic and policy community, and is contacting European policy-makers to envisage ways in which this goal could be realised and connected to the ongoing work of the Historical Archives of the EU, also situated in the EUI.

The Observatory will continue its efforts to negotiate with the European Political Parties about the possibility of transferring (or even copying) their archives to the EUI.

For early 2012 a Conference will be held in the EUI hosting the representatives of all the Foundations at the European Level. The title and argument of such a Conference will be “The role played by EU Party Foundations in helping the structuring of a EU transnational party system”.

In 2011-2012 some research projects have already been or will be submitted to certain institutions and research centres. In particular:

1. “Parties as multi-level campaign organizations”. This can be considered as the infrastructural project of the OPPR. For many years European Elections have been considered in the literature as second order elections but this hypothesis has never been tested. The project promises to generate the data for such a test.

This project aims to build an infrastructure for the continuous monitoring of the degree of Europeanisation of the elections to the European Parliament and national parliaments across a complete five-year cycle. Through a set of specific indicators, this study will explore the dynamics of political campaigning at both national and European levels in order to better understand the degree to which distinctly European themes are advanced by political parties as they enter the two sets (European and national) of electoral contests. As the first step, the OPPR will prepare a detailed report on electoral campaigns at EU level. This will form
the background for the work of an international research team, comprising national experts in the field, who will then observe and report on the parties’ campaigns in elections across a five year period (2012-2016). We think the best way to achieve our research interests would be to cover all the 27 EU member states and the current applicants, but concentrating only on some two-thirds of the EU member states could be also profitable.

Specifically this research will seek to answer several questions: i) What are the themes developed by the parties in national and European campaigns, and to what extent are these Europeanised? ii) Do parties develop different styles of campaign in European and national elections, and, if so, what is the impact of these differences? iii) How do parties organize the different campaigns? What kind of means and techniques do they employ in national contests and in European contests, and how does this impact on the status of the European elections in particular? iv) How are the candidates selected in both contests? v) Who and what is being targeted by the different campaigns? vi) What is the role of European political parties in the elections to the EP, and what, if any, role is given to European party affiliations in elections to the national parliaments?

2. “Trans-nationalisation of EU politics”. This research project will be launched with the aim of receiving some preliminary feedback during the EU Foundations conference. In particular this project will be divided into two parts. The first one will be devoted to the plausibility of Duff’s draft on the possible standardization of the national electoral systems for the European elections. This can be considered as a first step towards the concrete trans-nationalization of EU politics. The second part of the project will be devoted to identifying the current relevant social and political cleavages for each member state. The rationale for this is that only common and shared cleavages can make trans-nationalisation really possible.

3. “Relations between Political Parties at the European Level and National Parties of Associate Countries”. Associate countries have always received particular attention from European
national governments and also from non-governmental organizations. In particular, as happened in the past, European national parties have helped, with resources and legitimization, sister parties in neighboring countries. Nowadays, taking into consideration the increasing institutionalization and resources of PELs, such a role is also played by Europarties. This project targets the exploration of the current relations between PELs and sister parties in the associate countries.

4. “Relations between Political Parties at the European Level and Turkish Parties”. This can be considered as an extension of the previous project. We have already established links with the Ege University (Turkey), with the aim of preparing a joint project for submission to the Turkish Education Minister.

5. “Party leadership selection in national parties”. In our 2010 report “How to Create a Transnational Party System” we devoted an entire chapter to European elections candidate selection procedures. We discovered huge variations amongst national parties even of the same spiritual and political family. We assume that for the party leadership selection procedures it will be possible to find the same differences and similarities.
II.3. EUDO Observatory on Institutional Change and Reforms

The Observatory on Institutional Change and Reforms is devoted to the analysis of institutional reforms and adaptations in the current institutional design of the EU and aims at assessing whether and to what extent these institutional reforms and adaptations are likely to foster the prospects for an increased popular acceptance and legitimacy of the Union. The Observatory is co-directed by Adrienne Héritier (Joint Chair of Comparative and European Public Policy at the EUI/RSCAS) and Bruno de Witte (Professor of European Law at Maastricht University) and its activities were organised by Chiara Steindler (EUDO Research Assistant) until August 2011.

It is the objective of this Observatory to systematically describe institutional democratic reforms below the Treaty level, as with the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, there will be no Treaty amendments for the foreseeable future. It is, therefore, all the more important to observe the reforms and changes in decision-making rules that have, in part, been designed at the sub-treaty level. But it is also important to track changes in institutional democratic rules that have emerged in the course of the application of existing treaty rules and that constitute a change in institutional democratic rules.

The Observatory intends to describe such changes between and among the European Parliament, the national Parliaments, the Commission and the Council of Ministers. The Observatory also intends to describe reform and changes in the institutional procedural rules of the above mentioned European Institutions and national Parliaments with respect to European legislation.

Moreover, this Observatory will assess changes in democratic decision-making procedures from individual policy areas in order to discover whether changes occur and whether they are of importance for other policy areas.

The Observatory aims at systematically documenting and describing such changes in order to get a complete picture of on-going reforms and changes in democratic decision-making rules at the sub-treaty level. The documentation will then be made available on the website.

II.3.1 Activities and Research

In February 2011 the Observatory published a Report entitled: “EUDO Report on the institutional changes in the Lisbon Treaty relevant to democratic legitimation” by Juan Mayoral. The report describes the institutional changes of the Lisbon Treaty designed to improve the democratic government of the EU. The study analyzes, on the one hand, how these changes affect the role of institutions such as the European Parliament, the European Commission, the Council of the European Union and the National Parliaments and, on the other, if and how they are likely to increase the participation of the European civil society, in order to improve the democratic legitimacy of the EU. Furthermore, Adrienne Héritier and her
co-authors’, Catherine Moury, Carina Bischoff and Carl-Fredrik Bergstrom, book on *Contested Competences in the European Union – The Parliament in Comitology* was accepted for publication by Oxford University Press (forthcoming 2012); and an article co-authored with Christine Reh, Edoardo Bressanelli and Christel Koop on the transformation of codecision through early agreements was accepted for publication by *Comparative Political Studies* (forthcoming 2013).

European institutions of decision-making once established have been subject to a process of continuous change often implying a redistribution of power between the Council of Ministers, the European Parliament and the Commission. The Parliament especially has gained power in legislation, but also in controlling the Commission’s implementing powers (comitology). These changes have occurred in the context of formal treaty changes, but also subsequently in the course of the application of Treaty rules. Why and how does this happen and what are its impacts? The above mentioned article and book by Adrienne Héritier explain how institutional rules change after they have been established in two important areas of European decision-making, codecision and comitology. They show how legislation under codecision was transformed into fast-track-legislation and why the Parliament gradually – between treaty reforms – gained more institutional power in comitology. The rational choice institutionalist explanation focuses on the efficiency increasing/transaction cost saving aspects of interstitial institutional change, but also on the question of who gains and who loses in power under specific rules and how power may subsequently be shifted. The hypotheses derived from the theoretical considerations are subject to empirical (dis)confirmation on the basis of quantitative and qualitative empirical data collected on codecision and delegation over time.

The Observatory also published on its website two sets of data: The first, titled “Data on Delegation” aims at offering information on the transformation of delegation in the European Union, focusing on a specific aspect: that of the Council of Ministers assigning decision-making powers to the Commission when implementing Community legislation in comitology and the role of the European Parliament (EP) in comitology under the codecision procedure. The second is a collection of documents on codecision that offer information on the transformation of the codecision procedure in the European Union during the last decade.

II.3.2 Events

**Joint workshop: ‘Treaty Reform Beyond Lisbon?’**

The aim of this workshop, convened by Bruno De Witte and Giuseppe Martinico, was to explore the likelihood that the Lisbon Treaty will be followed by further treaty revisions, either of a mega-constitutional nature, or of a more limited piecemeal nature. The workshop also discussed
the ongoing institutional changes which currently take place, now that the reforms contained in the Lisbon Treaty enter into full operation. The workshop, which took place on 18 March 2011, was organized jointly by the Observatory, the Center for Studies on Federalism of Turin, STALS (Sant'Anna Legal Studies) of Pisa, and the Max Weber Programme (EUI). It was funded entirely from outside sources.

**Judicial activism at the Court of Justice, Causes, Responses and Solutions**

On 10-11 October 2011, Bruno De Witte together with M. Dawson and E. Muir organised a conference at the faculty of Law in Maastricht with the support of the Ius Commune Research School, the European Union Democracy Observatory at the European University Institute and the Universiteitsfonds Limburg.

The immediate context for the conference was the rise, in the last years (see e.g. Gerken & Herzog 2008), of concerns among national authorities and judiciaries, and within European civil society, about the judicial activism of the European Court of Justice. While an intense debate has raged within EU legal academia about the validity of this claim, this conference aimed to address its causes, and any responses or solutions. What legal and political factors feed the accusation of judicial activism, how do political and civil society actors respond to it, and what solutions are there to perceived problems of judicial activism?

**II.3.3 Outlook for 2012**

In 2012, Bruno De Witte intends to conduct further research activities on the legal dimension of the institutional evolution of the EU, in particular: the institutional role of the Court of Justice of the EU, the constitutional questions raised by the economic governance reforms of the EU, and the division of competences between the EU and its member states.

Adrienne Héritier is planning to investigate the role of inter-institutional agreements in the specification of formal changes of decision-making rules in the European Union.

Inter-institutional agreements reflect the way that the Commission, Council and Parliament plan to interact in areas of joint decision-making in all areas. They are important indicators of how the Treaty rules are substantiated and implemented. Based on the results of the research project, the publication of various working papers and articles is planned. In addition, the organisation of a number of seminars and workshops is underway.
II.4. EUDO Observatory on Citizenship

The EUDO Observatory on Citizenship provides the most comprehensive source of information on the acquisition and loss of citizenship in Europe for policy makers, NGOs and academic researchers. It identifies major trends and problems in citizenship policies as a basis for informed policies and community action. Its website hosts a number of databases on domestic and international legal norms, naturalisation statistics, a comprehensive bibliography, a forum with scholarly debates on current citizenship trends, media news on matters of citizenship policy and various other resources for research and policymaking.

EUDO CITIZENSHIP is built on a network of experts for each of the countries covered, and co-directed by Rainer Bauböck (EUI, Department of Political and Social Sciences) and Jo Shaw (University of Edinburgh Law School). The consortium in charge of coordinating the Observatory development involves five partner institutions: the Central European University (Budapest, Hungary), the European University Institute (Florence, Italy), University College Dublin (Ireland), the University of Edinburgh (Scotland) and Maastricht University (Netherlands).

The EUDO CITIZENSHIP mission is to contribute to the understanding of current trends in citizenship policies in the European Union and neighbouring countries. Although the Observatory does not promote specific policy reforms, it intends to stimulate debates about shared principles and minimum standards among countries whose citizenship laws and policies are linked to each other through the common citizenship of the European Union or through migration flows. EUDO CITIZENSHIP aims to collect documentation and data, to provide basic and applied research reports for EU institutions, and to foster dialogue between policy-makers, academics, NGOs and citizens.

The EUDO CITIZENSHIP Observatory consists of two main components: Citizenship Analysis and Citizenship Data.

The Citizenship Analysis section includes:

- The country profiles database, which collects expert reports on the history and current citizenship legislation in each country;
- A section on European Union citizenship providing information on legal norms, court decisions and policy documents concerning EU citizenship;
- A section on comparative analyses, which gathers a series of comparative reports commissioned by EUDO CITIZENSHIP;
- A news section, which offers a selection of media reports and news summaries on significant legislative changes, court decisions and policy developments concerning citizenship in Europe and beyond;
- The citizenship forum, an online platform where users can submit written comments. It aims at fostering controversies about research hypotheses, findings and proposals for reform
- The video comments section with commentaries by experts and video documentation of EUDO CITIZENSHIP conferences and workshops.
- The working papers series with previously unpublished original manuscripts on topics of citizenship laws and policies, and collections of edited contributions to forum debates;
- The policy briefs section, which gathers the policy briefs produced with EUDO CITIZENSHIP data.

The Citizenship Data section provides data on citizenship loss and acquisition, and includes the following research tools:
The national citizenship laws database collects current and past nationality laws and other relevant texts such as constitutional provisions;

The international legal norms database provides access to international legal documents, and information on which countries adhere to which international legal norms;

The citizenship case law database provides English summaries and full original language texts of important national and international court decisions concerning matters of citizenship and can be searched by country, year, institution or keyword;

The databases on modes of acquisition and modes of loss of citizenship allow scholars to create customised comparative overviews for specific ways of acquiring and losing citizenship;

Citizenship statistics allow researchers to create customised statistical tables by country, year, or specific mode of acquisition;

Citizenship links is a database of websites of national, European and international organisations working on citizenship issues;

The citizenship bibliography provides a searchable bibliography of more than 4,500 titles on matters of citizenship and nationality laws.

The citizenship glossary provides definitions and explanations of frequently used concepts and technical terms in our web-based observatory.

Until June 2010 core financing for EUDO CITIZENSHIP was provided by the European Commission's European Fund for the Integration of Third Country Nationals through the Access to Citizenship in Europe (EUCITAC) project. EU-CITAC funding covered comprehensive analyses of citizenship in 33 countries. These are the 27 member states of the EU and 6 accession states or EEA countries (Croatia, Turkey, Moldova, Switzerland, Norway and Iceland). Apart from co-financing by the EUI Research Council's funding for the larger EUDO project, EUDO CITIZENSHIP has also mobilized various other sources of funding that have been used for a gradual geographic expansion of the observatory to cover other countries in the EU neighbourhood. These funds come from the British Academy project CITMODES (Citizenship in modern European states), which is co-directed by Jo Shaw and Rainer Bauböck, the CITSEE project on the Europeanisation of Citizenship in the Successor States of the Former Yugoslavia, funded by an Advanced Researchers Grant of the European Research Council for Jo Shaw, and the 2006 Latsis Prize of the European Science Foundation awarded to Rainer Bauböck.

The Observatory has also been supported by the IMISCOE network of excellence on International Migration, Integration and Cohesion in Europe, and has been involved in several meetings of the network.
II.4.1 Activities and Research

EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP incorporates and updates the analyses of earlier comparative projects on citizenship in the 15 pre-2004 EU member states (the NATA-C project) and in 12 new and accession countries (the CPNEU project), both coordinated by Rainer Bauböck, the results of which were published with Amsterdam University Press (‘The Acquisition and Loss of Nationality in 15 European States,’ published in 2 volumes in 2006, and ‘Citizenship Policies in the New Europe,’ published in a second enlarged edition in 2009).

EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP aims at stimulating new independent research projects on citizenship. A call for papers was launched in June 2009 and four papers were selected for presentation at the second plenary network conference in January 2010. New PhD projects were started based on the data that EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP made available. EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP and its precursor projects have also provided essential input and advice for efforts to construct indices that measure the accessibility of citizenship in Europe and trends of liberalisation and convergence in various aspects of citizenship laws. The monograph by Marc Morjé Howard (‘The Politics of Citizenship in Europe,’ Cambridge University Press, 2009), and the MIPEX platform (index on Migrant Integration Policy in Europe), coordinated by the Migration Policy Group, make extensive use of data and other inputs from our research.

EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP also commissioned specific comparative research carried out by experts within the network and published on the Observatory’s website. The projects currently published on the website address the following topics: the comparative analysis of citizenship loss, the theory and politics of *ius soli*, practices and patterns of naturalisation in Europe, and reports on citizenship policy-making in Portugal, Italy, Spain and Greece, which constitute the backbone for a forthcoming comparative report on the Mediterranean region. Published reports include the politics of external kin-state citizenship in East Central Europe, trends and regulations in Europe on birthright citizenship, and the impact
of EU citizenship and international law on member state citizenship laws.

Thematic Comparative Reports have also been condensed into EU-CIDENSHIP policy briefs that address a non-academic audience and present our findings in an easily digestible and visually attractive format and contain policy recommendations. Alongside a general summary of our research in the EU-CIDENSHIP brochure, policy briefs on *ius soli*, loss of citizenship, naturalisation and the European Convention on Nationality have been published.

Apart from the comparative reports, there are two other main research outputs of the EU-CIDENSHIP Observatory: Country Reports and Working Papers. EU-CIDENSHIP Country Reports are published in the Robert Schuman Centre/EU-CIDENSHIP Observatory Working Papers Series, both in printed and electronic form. At the time of printing this brochure, 43 country profiles are available on the website. Most country reports published in 2009 were revised and updated in spring 2010.

In 2010-2011 the geographic scope of the observatory was enlarged to include full country profiles for Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Switzerland and Ukraine. New country profiles for Azerbaijan, Georgia, Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco and Russia are currently being completed.

The EU-CIDENSHIP Working Papers series is generally open for unsolicited submissions. However, we also publish the edited collections of contributions to the EU-CIDENSHIP Forum, which is dedicated to debating controversial issues in the field of citizenship policy. Since May 2010, EU-CIDENSHIP published 13 Working Papers in a special series of the EUI Robert Schuman Centre. Four Working Papers document EU-CIDENSHIP Forum debates: *Which indicators are most useful for comparing citizenship policies?*, edited by Rainer Bauböck and Marc Hellblin; *How liberal are citizenship tests?*, edited by Rainer Bauböck and Christian Joppke; *Dual citizenship for transborder minorities? How to respond to the Hungarian-Slovak tit-for-tat*, edited by Rainer Bauböck; and *Is there (still) an East-West divide in the conception of citizenship in Europe?*, edited by André Liebich and Rainer Bauböck. Other titles include: *Do legal regulations hinder naturalisation? Citizenship policies and naturalisation rates in Europe* by David Reichel; *Immigration and Citizenship Law in the Maghreb: Turning Aliens into Citizens* by Delphin Perrin; *Pre-Accession Changes to Residence-based Naturalisation Requirements in Ten New EU Member States* by Katja Swider; *Mevrouw de Jong Gaat Eten: EU Citizenship and the Culture of Prejudice* by Dimitry Kochenov.
II.4.2 Events and Dissemination Activities

The EUDO CItIZEnSHIP Observatory has been presented at several international expert meetings and conferences through plenary lectures, papers or special panels, including the conferences “Questioning Citizenship: Political Discourse, Norms and History in Comparative Perspectives” (Athens, 15-16 October 2010), The 2010 annual conference of the Swiss Federal Commission on Migration Issues (4 November 2010), the Fourth Conference on Nationality of the Council of Europe (Strasbourg 17 December 2010), the Council for European Studies Conference in Barcelona (20-22 June 2011), the ECPR general conference in Reykjavik (25-27 August 2011), the ESA conference in Geneva (7-10 September 2011); the Migration, Citizenship and Political Participation (MIGCITPOL) workshop (9 September 2011) and several other academic conferences and meetings.

II.4.3 Outlook for 2012

From October 2011 EUDO CItIZEnSHIP will start to expand its thematic scope by developing a series of citizenship indicators, by building a special database on legal provisions concerning statelessness and by complementing its existing databases on access to citizenship status with new ones on access to electoral rights.

EUDO CItIZEnSHIP has been funded by the European Fund for the Integration of third-country nationals – DG Home Affairs to implement its new research project Access to citizenship and its impact on immigrant integration (ACIT). The five consortium partners – the European University Institute, the Migration Policy Group (Brussels), University College Dublin, University of Edinburgh, and Maastricht University - will explore the links between acquisition of nationality and the integration processes to encourage effective measures for facilitating immigrants’ access to citizenship in the EU.

In its 18-month programme, ACIT will develop four sets of citizenship indicators on citizenship laws, implementation, acquisition rates, and their impact on integration in all 27 EU Member States and accession candidate and EEA countries (Croatia, Iceland, FYROM Macedonia, Norway, Switzerland, and Turkey). 10 EU Member States (Austria, Estonia, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom) will be taken as case studies, leading to national stakeholder handbooks. Deliberative national stakeholder dialogues will be organised by sub-contracted NGO/think-tank partners in these 10 countries (in Vienna, Tallinn, Paris, Berlin, Budapest, Dublin, Rome, Lisbon, Barcelona and London), which include those with the largest immigrant and foreign populations, diverse citizenship laws, high and low acquisition rates.

ACIT will collect and compare available national and international evidence on how acquiring citizenship enhances immigrants’ participation in society and the democratic process. It will analyse indicators to reveal the hidden links between citizenship and integration policies within EU competence, including anti-discrimination, family reunion and long-term residence. ACIT will also highlight changes in citizenship laws and implementation that have improved integration in practice and it will provide policy recommendations to reinforce EU indicators on active citizenship and to develop an EU module on “Citizenship and Integration”.

EUDO CItIZEnSHIP, represented by Maastricht University, will take part in a joint initiative with UNHCR to establish a global analytical nationality law database. The establishment of the European component of the database will be the initial project, and will be developed in such a way as to allow for geographical expansion in the future. The initial focus of the project will be on assessing the compliance of these laws with ten relevant international legal standards relating to statelessness using pre-determined assessment criteria. The project will lead to a comparative report on provisions in nationality legislation in Europe for the prevention and reduction of statelessness.
In 2012, EUDO CITIZENSHIP aims at further expanding the thematic scope of the observatory to external electoral rights for non-resident citizens (in the EU and in third countries), internal electoral rights for non-citizen residents and the question of how electoral rights influence the evolution and perception of EU citizenship. There are three reasons for addressing this additional topic: first, the conceptual core of citizenship is generally understood to cover both the legal status of nationality and political participation rights; second, analysing access to nationality as well as to electoral rights with the same methodology and in integrated databases will enable richer comparative analyses of trends and of correlations between both dimensions of citizenship; third, documenting electoral rights in the EU will create stronger synergies with the other three EUDO Observatories that cover electoral participation, electoral competition and the institutional design of representative institutions in the EU. A paper outlining the purpose and structure of an electoral rights database has been elaborated by Derek Hutcheson (UCD Dublin).

EUDO CITIZENSHIP dissemination activities will be a major task for 2012. There are plans for a book publication with an academic publisher of comparative reports commissioned by the Observatory as well as a special journal issue on citizenship indicators. ACIT Research results will be disseminated in 10 national handbooks, 4 comparative reports based on the indicators and a final European-level report.

EUDO CITIZENSHIP will continue to update its databases and country reports, as well as the statistic sections. It will continue to regularly publish news and working papers. In addition, the comparative aspect will be strengthened, as more comparative analyses will be published.
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